Hidden Treasure
From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.
The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s
presentation of the Dharma.
How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the
rst thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma.
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.
Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt
and rubble to nd the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought
to Buddhism, confusion which can be re ected in the texts themselves. With brilliant
ashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape.
Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the
re of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to
disagree.
We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you nd here will inspire, stimulate,
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.
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General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars
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General intro
Teaching the dharma in the right language
First verse - once upon a time
The Bhadrakalpa - auspicious aeon, Saraha, snow lions
Creatures of good omen Next verse - setting the scene. The Parrot's
Speech The cuckoo's silence - is it anger?
The Cuckoo's reply
The Cuckoo's insight into existence
- Impermanence
"Foes will remove the hoarded spoils"
The modern equivalent of the "stronghold" - insurance policies!
Loving thoughts of affection
Meeting friends in future lives
"Only within the Unconditioned...that real friendship is possible"
"Sons will side with the enemy"
Limiting one's freedom
The Conditioned in Impermanent
What about the wife!?
The Cuckoo's vows
Summing up the whole of the Dharma in one word - Impermanence
The Tibetan 'preliminary practices' - the six element practice
Sitting on the right of the left of the Buddha/Great Bird
The symbolism of the peacock
The Parrot's speech
Disentanglement ,The Klesas, the arising of knowledge and vision
of things as they really are
The Cuckoo speaks again.
Releasing the Good and Wholesome thoughts
"Venerating them (the three jewels) brings blessings from on high
Sharing the qualities of the Bodhisattvas
Abandon all attachments wherever they may be
Giving up everything except......
Be diligent in performing your tasks
I had to do it! - what does this mean? - disguising a choice being
made
Psychological, logical and moral necessities
Responsibility for oneself
"In touch" with the Jinas
Use of the word "precept"
Examples of inference in logic
The King Vulture's speech
Ceaseless Busy-ness
Do people know that death is inevitable?
Dangers of reflecting on death without the positive basis
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The psychological and spiritual effects of giving
Can there be lasting merit?
Taking advantage of the conditions you are in
The Great Crane's speech
Practising the Dharma on a basis of sila
"We are not allowed to dwell in the fourth dhyana all of the time"
Insight via reflection in the first dhyana
The dhyanas and developing Insight by reflection
Rebirth as gods through ethical activity, not necessarily meditation
(although meditation seems necessary for prolonged ethical action).
Skilful and unskilful concentration
What is laziness?
A definition of "indolence"
The Golden Goose's speech
Desiring emancipation and deserving a state of woe
hoping for blessings
Miraculous blessings
Wanting all pleasant ends but using no harsh means
Purity of Vision, what is judgement?
Misuse of the word "prejudice"
Singleness of Vision. Thinking of purity in chemical terms.
"To give and yet be checked by meanness"
"To aim at lasting achievements"
Being exposed to distractions
Avoiding exposure to distractions by living in communities etc.
Centres in the city run from communities in the country?
Mature (ie in their 50s and 60s) Order Members running Centres.
Being involved with the public centre immediately after ordination.
Advice to new Order members returning to the city.
"To try to understand one's inner mind while still chained to hopes
and fears" - The Inner Mind
"Hopes are traitors, fears are liars" (line from a poem) Why worry?
Why are so few women ordained in the WBO?
The Raven's speech
Being true to your vows
Ethics - separating humans from animals
To be human is to be ethical
Examining poetry from an ethical viewpoint
Examining the word "Dakini"
"Samaya" - Tantric vows
"Where there's perspiration there will be inspiration"!
Sacrificial festivals
"If you transform your state of consciousness, in a sense you
transform the world"
Luck or karma?
Karma is not an 'iron law'
The little Wagtail's speech
There are many possibilities of downfall
The promptings of worldly thought
"There's no question of giving full expression to your total negativity"
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Craving for food - Pretas
Craving for dress
Make- up Self orientation
Deeply loving oneself and extending beyond that
Did the Buddha desire too?
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What would the Buddha have done if there were no other beings
around him?
"The aftermath of evil habits"
Making Mars Bars into a positive habit....Procrastination
"Your whole being may represent a bad habit"
The ruddy sheldrake's speech
Searching for happiness in Samsara
Were people happier in the past?
"Without the celestial Dharma one must do without deliverance
Realising that actions have consequences
You are responsible for your own thoughts
Don't come to me with your problems
What is personal worth?
Without wisdom one must do without virtues
Why are the stupid depicted as good and the intelligent as wicked?
Being intelligent and being intellectual
Doing without affection
Giving each other care and affection
Making the spiritual community like home
Mattresses and beds, hard and soft
Tasteless comfort. Looking after each other
What is 'Pema'?
Making small communities too "homely"
Friendship between "non-virtuous" people
The qualities of a good companion
What is charisma?
"Offenses with women"
Can married men achieve great things?
Before Stream Entry one should be very careful with one's contact
with the opposite sex
Hen-pecked gurus
The Heavenly White Grouse's Speech
Hard to fathom the totality of causes and effects.
The limitless mundane actions
Fathoming the body
The deceits of parents
Examples of deceit by parents
Religious frauds
"Christ, E.2."
"Gurus" encouraging dependency
Fake gurus in Tibet
The religious talk of the shallow
Hard to fathom the virtues of the skilful
Questioning people's motives
Fathoming
"Amogha" "Delusion being the biggest obstacle"
Interpretation of Order members' names
The pigeon's speech This degenerate iron age
The conduct of evil men
Families in disunion Jealous neighbours
Mischievous disputes of great and passionate men
Many other verses covered in one or two sentences
Reasons for despair
The despair of parents
"intimate friends unconfident in separation"
The need for greater confidence in each other in the Order
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Faith in somebody's word
Not letting people off the hook
Thinking the gesture is sufficient without following it up with action
Not adding to the despair oneself
No such thing as wasted effort
The Dove's speech
Why do people become pleasure oriented?
Distorted ideas of where happiness comes from
"You have to work for your sweetie!"
Seeking gay diversion - the cinema
Making your own entertainment
Bhante's views on Television
Why can't pleasure be found when you're looking for it? Pleasure is
not the same as happiness
Pleasurable sensation, intellectual enjoyment, emotional fulfilment
and spiritual realisation
A constant process of refinement and intensification - the life of the
Buddha
Mahasunyata and Mahasukha
The skullcup filled with blood.
The Jackdaw's speech
Practise what you preach
The sign that religion has to be taught is a sign that degeneration has
already set in
"Communication" in the FWBO
"Finery which is not yours"
The urge for greatness
"You won't let me Go for Refuge"
The foolish in charge of the skilled
Angry brawls, unworthy even of wild bears
Kierkegaard's saying about God being a fool
Accepting that people can change
Not acknowledging Buddhist names/change
The Owl's speech
Feeling that life has been wasted at the time of death
"A Priest without morals"
"An old lama without judgement"
"A chieftain without authority, a general without troops, a king
without counsellors"
The Privy Council, A leader without followers
A teacher without virtues, a disciple without deference"
"A friend not to be trusted"
"a household without common purpose"
The cock's speech Disposal of corpses in Tibet
A Buddhist tradition of cremation
The four different kinds of "Mara"
Mara, death, impermanence, distraction, annoyance - as opportunities
The Maras in archetypal form
"..you can't escape the consequences."
The sort of people the text was originally read to
The nature of Tibetan people
The Lark's speech
Examples in life that "turn sour"
Unrealistic expectations
"Sourness"
Why couple who do not get on cannot separate
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Friends who are insincere in our defence
Texts on the duties of friends - The Sigalovada Sutta
The lark seems to be a little hysterical!
The Little Red Lagopus' speech
A dharma that doesn't transcend the whole of the samsara
"There is only certainty in that which leads to the transcendental"
Being sure of the facts before making conclusions
The talk of liars, the gossip of the garrulous,
busybodies, the conversation of the stupid
and a few other brief sayings dealt with minimally
The sense of humour of the Tibetans
The Dalai and Panchen Lamas
The red-beaked Chinese Thrush's speech
Profit from opportunities - the Dharma
Giving up one's possessions, being a householder
Giving food to lower castes within the Hindu caste system More
about caste The Pure doctrine
Tibetan etiquette, types of seats and cups
Hierarchy in Tibet (and the FWBO)
Profit from the Buddha
The Peacock's speech
Giving away possessions
Buddhists in pursuit of punya
Lots more brief segments of the speech
Constancy in friendship
Self-complacency and its effect on judgement
The hate-ridden, no prospect for higher opportunities
Loss of self-possession
Mistrust and the loss of logical abilities
The final lines in the peacock's speech
The Indian Kestrel's speech
Overlooking the consequences of one's actions
Three basic, simple, essential points
Do any actions not have consequences?
The parrot's next speech.
The parrot's vow of Going for Refuge
The parrot's compassion
The uniqueness of the Dharma
Discussing Buddhism with convinced Christians
The differences between Buddhism and Christianity
More differences, eating meat
More differences
Bhante's contact with Christian missionaries and other Christians
The parrot's faith
What is rejected?
The cuckoo speaks again
"Retainers" prior to Henry VII.
Impermanence and illusoriness and delusion
The blue sky of sunyata and visualisation meditation
The stained glass window as a demonstration of the removal of
delusion, a symbol of the conditioned and the unconditioned
The goal of visualisation. A system of meditation
The importance of preliminary practice for visualisation. The Four
Foundation Yogas and the Six Element Practice
Collective pujas and chanting with Tibetans (no collective meditation)
but collective meditation with Zen practitioners
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What a Tibetan's personal practice consists of
An FWBO Buddhist university
Balancing work and visualisation meditation
The cuckoo continues his speech
Reducing things to their constituents - the Abhidharma. The
Yogacharin's Three Levels of Being
Relative and illusory reality
The cuckoo continues
What remains when the root of error is cut
Atomic theories in ancient Eastern thought
Logic in ancient Buddhist scriptures
Pure thought and pure awareness
Arousing people's emotions with images, not concepts
Beauty and truth, rupa and sunyata - the Imagination. Keats and
Buddhism
The next section - the following year -greeting the cuckoo and his
reply
The Dharma has to befit peoples' minds
Politeness - saying "How are you?"
The possible dangers of travelling
The speech of the guru of the small birds
Why the Indians went to Tibet The cuckoo speaks again
'Bad' birds Birds of ill-omen
Black cats The Owlet's speech
The use of tranquillisers - having one's "heart at ease"
The potential perils of being a world leader
The eight worldly dharmas, Keeping up appearances
Bad neighbours Mistaken views of bad pupils
The Partridge's speech
Old Age, Bad Company
Those possessed by hate
Don't be too patient!
The rush of the world interfering with meditation
People assuming you must share their views
The disease of cynicism The Hoopoe's speech
Things which "burn the mouth"
Trying to purchase things that haven't involved any suffering
The Great Train Robbery Tax evasion/avoidance
Swindlers Taking food meant for the dead
Licking honey from a razor blade
The conditioned is feeding upon itself
The cuckoo speaks at length.
"The best kind of master was a monk"
Disciple servants
Fighting monks
"Love" Consciousness after death
Formulating a clear vow The ideal age for attending mixed retreats!
Silent days
The birds speak
Not storing food
Back to vows
The final celebration
The sunyata mantra
Advice when leading study

